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Integrating Lie algebroids via staks
Hsian-Hua Tseng and Chenhang Zhu
Abstrat
Lie algebroids an not always be integrated into Lie groupoids. We introdue a new
objetWeinstein groupoid, whih is a dierentiable stak with groupoid-like axioms.
With it, we present a soloution to the integration problem of Lie algebroids. It turns
out that every Weinstein groupoid has a Lie algebroid and every Lie algebroid an be
integrated into a Weinstein groupoid.
1. Introdution
In this paper, we present a new viewpoint to integrate Lie algebroids: unlike (nite dimensional)
Lie algebras
1
whih always have their assoiated Lie groups, Lie algebroids do not always have their
assoiated Lie groupoids [AM84℄ [AM85℄. So the Lie algebroid version of Lie's third theorem poses
the question indiated by the following hart:
Lie algebras
dierentiation at identity
//
Lie groups
integration
oo
Lie algebroids
dierentiation at identity
//
?
integration
oo
Pradines posed the above question in [Pra68℄ and onstruted loal Lie groupoids (formulated
in [CDW87℄ [Kar86℄ [vE84℄) as the integration objet ?. But a global objet for ? is still in
need: not only it gives oneptually better answer to the diagram above (Lie groups are globle
objets), but also it has profound appliations in Poisson geometry, suh as Weinstein's symple-
ti groupoids [Wei87℄, Xu's Morita equivalene of Poisson manifolds [Xu91b℄ [Xu91a℄, sympleti
realizations [Wei83℄, Piard groups [BW04℄ and the linearization problem of Poisson manifolds [CF℄.
After Pradines' loal groupoids, progress towards speial ases of the above integration problem
was made, among others by [Daz90℄ [Deb00℄ [Ma87℄ [Nis00℄ [Wei89℄. In [CF01℄, Cattaneo and Felder
realized the sympleti groupoid as the phase spae of the Poisson sigma model, where path spaes
were natually used. In the reent work [CF03℄, Craini and Fernandes established the A-path spae,
whih has beome a widely used method in groupoid theory. With the A-path spae, they onstruted
a topologial groupoid for every Lie algebroids and nalized the integrability ondition for Lie
algebroids. Weinstein further onjetured that this topologial groupoid has some dierentiable
struture [BW04℄. But ordinary strutures suh as manifolds and orbifolds don't serve the purpose.
It turns out that dierentiable staks disussed in reent papers [BX℄ [Met℄ [Pro96℄ provide a suitable
struture to above onjeture posed by Weinstein.
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Based on all this previous work, we further extend the researh by dening a more general
oneptWeinstein groupoids. Roughly speaking, they are groupoids in the world of staks (see
Denition 1.1). Weinstein groupoids are global dierentiable objets providing a soulution to the
Lie algebroid version of Lie's third theorem.
Definition 1.1 Weinstein groupoid. A Weinstein groupoid over a manifold M onsists of the
following data:
i) an étale dierentiable stak G (see Denition 3.2);
ii) (soure and target) maps s¯, t¯: G →M whih are surjetive submersions between dierentiable
staks;
iii) (multipliation) a map m¯: G ×s¯,t¯ G → G, satisfying the following properties:
 t¯ ◦ m¯ = t¯ ◦pr1, s¯ ◦ m¯ = s¯ ◦pr2, where pri : G ×s¯,t¯ G → G is the i-th projetion G ×s¯,t¯ G → G;
 assoiativity up to a 2-morphism, i.e. there is a unique 2-morphism α between maps m¯ ◦
(m¯× id) and m¯ ◦ (id× m¯);
iv) (identity setion) an injetive immersion e¯:M → G suh that, up to 2-morphisms, the following
identities
m¯ ◦ ((e¯ ◦ t¯)× id) = id, m¯ ◦ (id× (e¯ ◦ s¯)) = id,
hold (In partiular,by ombining with the surjetivity of s¯ and t¯, one has s¯ ◦ e¯ = id, t¯ ◦ e¯ = id
on M);
v) (inverse) an isomorphism of dierentiable staks i¯: G → G suh that, up to 2-morphisms, the
following identities
m¯ ◦ (¯i× id ◦∆) = e¯ ◦ s¯, m¯ ◦ (id × i¯ ◦∆) = e¯ ◦ t¯,
hold, where ∆ is the diagonal map: G → G × G.
Moreover, restriting to the identity setion, the above 2-morphisms between maps are the id 2-
morphisms. Namely, for example, the 2-morphism α indues the id 2-morphism between the following
two maps:
m¯ ◦ ((m¯ ◦ (e¯× e¯ ◦ δ))× e¯ ◦ δ) = m¯ ◦ (e¯× (m¯ ◦ (e¯× e¯ ◦ δ)) ◦ δ),
where δ is the diagonal map: M →M ×M .
General Remark: the terminology involving staks in the above denition, as well as in the following
theorems, will be explained in detail in Chapter 3. For now, to get a general idea of these statements,
one an take staks simply to be manifolds.
Our main result is the following theorem:
Theorem 1.2 Lie's third theorem. To eah Weinstein groupoid one an assoiate a Lie algebroid.
For every Lie algebroid A, there are naturally two Weinstein groupoids G(A) and H(A) with Lie
algebroid A.
We an apply our result to the lassial integrability problem, whih studies when exatly a Lie
algebroid an be integrated into a Lie groupoid.
Theorem 1.3. A Lie algebroid A is integrable in the lassial sense i H(A) is representable, i.e. it
is an honest (smooth) manifold. In this ase H(A) is the soure-simply onneted Lie groupoid of A
(it is also alled the Weinstein groupoid of A in [CF03℄).
We an also relate our work to the previous work on the integration of Lie algebroids via the
following two theorems:
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Theorem 1.4. Given a Weinstein groupoid G, there is an2 assoiated loal Lie groupoid Gloc whih
has the same Lie algebroid as G.
Theorem 1.5. The orbit spaes of H(A) and G(A) as topologial spaes are both isomorphi to the
universal topologial groupoid of A onstruted in [CF03℄.
2. Path spaes
We dene the A0-path spae, whih is very similar to
3
the A-paths dened in [CF03℄.
Definition 2.1. Given a Lie algebroid
4 A
π−→ M with anhor ρ : A → TM , a C1 map a: I =
[0, 1]→ A is an A0-path if
ρ(a(t)) =
d
dt
(π ◦ a(t)) ,
with the following boundary onditions,
a(0) = 0, a(1) = 0, a˙(0) = 0, a˙(1) = 0.
We often denote the base path π ◦ a(t) in M by γ(t). We denote P0A the set of all A0-paths of A. It
is a topologial spae with topology given by uniform onvergene of maps. Omitting the boundary
ondition above, one get the denition of A-paths, and we denote the spae of A-paths by PaA.
We an equip P0A with the struture of a smooth (Banah) manifold using a Riemannian stru-
ture on A. On the total spae of C1 paths PA = C1(I,A), there is a C∞-struture as follows: at
every point a : I → A in PA, let a∗TA→ I be the pull-bak of the tangent bundle to I. For ǫ > 0,
let Tǫ ⊂ a∗TA be the open set onsisting of tangent vetors of length less than ǫ. For suiently
small ǫ, we have the exponential map exp: Tǫ → A, (t, v) 7→ expa(t) v. It maps Tǫ to an open subset
of A. Using this map we an identify PTǫ ,the C
1
-setions of Tǫ, with an open subset of PA. The
oriented vetor bundle a∗TA over I is trivial. Let ϕ : a∗TA → I × Rn be a trivialization where n
is the dimension of A. Then ϕ indues a mapping from PTǫ to PR
n = C1(I,Rn). Sine C1(I,Rn)
is a Banah spae with norm ‖f‖2 = sup{|f |2 + |f ′|2}, PTǫ an be used as a typial Banah hart
for the Banah manifold struture of PA. P0A is dened by equations on PA whih, in above loal
harts, an be written as
γ˙k(t) =
m−n∑
j=1
ρkj (γ(t))a
j(t), aj(0) = aj(1) = 0, a˙j(0) = a˙j(1) = 0,
for j = 1, ..., n = rankA, k = 1, ...,m = dimM . The spae of {aj} satifying the boundary onditions
is a losed subspae C10 (I,R
k) of C1(I,Rk), hene is also a Banah spae. Then γi(t) is determined
by the initial value γi(0) and γ˙i(0) = 0. Hene P0A is a Banah manifold with a typial loal hart
the Banah spae C10 (I,R
k)×Rn−k. We refer to [Lan95℄ for the denition and further properties of
Banah manifolds.
.
Proposition-Definition 2.2. Let a(ǫ, t) be a family of A0-paths of lass C
2
in ǫ and assume that
their base paths γ(ǫ, t) have xed end points. Let ∇ be a onnetion on A with torsion T∇ dened
as
T∇(α, β) = ∇ρ(β)α−∇ρ(α)β + [α, β].
2
It is anonial up to isomorphisms near the identity setion.
3
Atually it is a submanifold of the A-path spae.
4
Here we require A to be a Hausdor manifold.
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Then the solution b = b(ǫ, t) of the dierential equation5
∂tb− ∂ǫa = T∇(a, b), b(ǫ, 0) = 0 (1)
does not depend on the hoie of onnetion ∇. Furthermore, b(·, t) is an A-path for every xed t,
i.e. ρ(b(ǫ, t)) = d
dǫ
γ(ǫ, t). If the solution b satises b(ǫ, 1) = 0, for all ǫ, then a0 and a1 are said to be
equivalent and we write a0 ∼ a1.
Remark 1. A homotopy of A-paths [CF03℄ is dened by replaing A0 by A in the denition above.
A similar result as above holds for A-paths [CF03℄. So the above statement holds viewing A0-paths
as A-paths.
This ow of A0-paths a(ǫ, t) generates a foliation F . The A0-path spae is a Banah submanifold
of the A-path spae and F is the restrited foliation of the foliation dened in Setion 4 of [CF03℄. For
any foliation, there is an assoiated monodromy groupoid [MM03℄ (or fundamental groupoid
as in [CdSW99℄) : the objets are points in the manifold and the arrows are paths within a leaf
up to homotopies with xed end points inside the leaf. The soure and target maps assoiate the
equivalent lass of paths to the starting and ending points respetively. For any regular foliation on
a smooth manifold its monodromy groupoid is a Lie groupoid in the sense of [CF03℄. In our ase,
it is an innite dimensional groupoid equipped with a Banah manifold struture. Here, we slightly
generalized the denition of Lie groupoids to the ategory of Banah manifolds by requiring the
same onditions but in the sense of Banah manifolds. Denote the monodromy groupoid of F by
Mon(P0A)
sM
⇒
tM
P0A. In a very similar way [MM03℄, one an also dene the holonomy groupoid
Hol(F) of F : the objets are points in the manifold and the arrows are equivalene lasses of paths
with the same holonomy.
Sine P0A is seond ountable, we an take an open over {Ui} of P0A whih onsists of ountably
many small enough open sets so that in eah hart Ui, one an hoose a transversal Pi of the foliation
F . By Proposition 4.8 in [CF03℄, eah Pi is a smooth manifold with dimension equal to that of A.
Let P =
∐
Pi, whih is a smooth immersed submanifold of P0A. We an hoose {Ui} and transversal
{Pi} to satisfy the following onditions:
i) If Ui ontains the onstant path 0x for some x ∈M , then Ui has the transversal Pi ontaining
all onstant paths 0y in Ui for y ∈M .
ii) If a(t) ∈ Pi for some i, then a(1− t) ∈ Pj for some j.
It is possible to meet the above two onditions: for (1) we refer readers to Proposition 4.8 in [CF03℄.
There the result is for PaA. For P0A, one has to use a smooth reparameterization τ with the
properties:
i) τ(t) = 1 for all t > 1 and τ(t) = 0 for all t 6 0;
ii) τ ′(t) > 0 for all t ∈ (0, 1).
Then aτ (t) := τ(t)′a(τ(t)) is in P0A for all a ∈ PaA. φτ : a 7→ aτ denes an injetive bounded
linear map from PaA → P0A. Therefore, we an adapt the onstrution for PaA to our ase by
using φτ . For (2), we dene a map inv : P0A → P0A by inv(a(t)) = a(1 − t). Obviously inv is an
isomorphism. In partiular, it is open. So we an add inv(Ui) and inv(Pi) to the olletion of open
sets and transversals. The new olletion will have the desired property.
5
Here, T∇(a, b) is not quite well dened. We need to extend a and b by setions of A, α and β, suh that a(t) = α(γ(t), t)
and the same for b. Then T∇(a, b)|γ(t) := T∇(α, β)|γ(t) at every point on the base path. However, the hoie of extending
setions does not aet the result.
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The restrition Mon(P0A)|P of Mon(P0A) to P is a nite dimensional étale Lie groupoid6
[MRW87℄ whih we denote by Γ
s1
⇒
t1
P . For a dierent transversal P ′ the restrition ofMon(P0A)
to P ′ is another nite dimensional étaleLie groupoid. All these groupoids are related by Morita
Equivalene whih will be disussed in the next setion. One an do the same to Hol(P0A) and
obtain a nite dimensionalétale Lie groupoid, whih we denote by Γh
s1
⇒
t1
P . Although these groupoids
are Morita equivalent to eah other, they are in general not Morita equivalent to the groupoids
indued from Mon(P0A). (See also the next setion).
We will build a Weinstein groupoid of A based on this path spae P0A. One an interpret the
identity setion as an embedding obtained from taking onstant paths 0x, for all x ∈ M ; the
inverse of a path a(t) as a(1− t); the soure and target maps s and t as taking the end points of
the base path γ(t). Aording to the two onditions above, these maps are also well-dened on the
nite dimensional spae P . Sine reparameterizations and projetions are bounded linear operators
in Banah spae C∞(I,Rn), the maps dened above are smooth maps in P0A, hene in P .
To dene the multipliation, notie that for two A-paths a1, a0 in P0A suh that the base paths
satisfy γ0(1) = γ1(0), one an dene a onatenation [CF03℄:
a1 ⊙ a0 =
{
2a0(2t), 0 6 t 6
1
2
2a1(2t− 1), 12 < t 6 1
Conatenation is a bounded linear operator in the loal harts, hene is a smooth map. However
it is not assoiative. Moreover it is not well-dened on P . If we quotient out by the equivalene
relation indued by F , onatenation is assoiative and well-dened. However, after quotient out by
the equivalene, we may not end up with a smooth manifold any more. To overome the diulty,
our solution is to pass to the world of dierentiable staks.
3. Dierentiable staks and Lie groupoids
The notion of staks has been extensively studied in algebrai geometry for the past few deades
(see for example[DM69℄[Vis89℄[LMB00℄[BEF
+
℄). However staks an also be dened over other ate-
gories, suh as the ategory of topologial spaes and ategory of smooth manifolds (see for example
[AGV72℄ [Pro96℄ [Vis02℄ [BX℄[Met℄). In this setion we ollet ertain fats about staks in the dif-
ferentiable ategory that will be used in next setions. Many of those already appeared in literatures
(see for example [Pro96℄ [BX℄[Met℄).
3.1 Denitions
Let C be the ategory of dierentiable manifolds7. A stak over C is a ategory bred in groupoids
satisfying two onditions: isomorphism is a sheaf, and desent datum is eetive. Morphisms
between staks are just funtors between ategories. We refer to [BX℄ and [Met℄ for the omplete
denition and only give here an illustrative example.
Example 1. Given a manifold M , one an view it as a stak over C. Let M be the ategory where
Obj(M ) = {(S, u) : S ∈ C, u ∈ Hom(S,M)},
and a morphism (S, u)→ (T, v) of objets is a morphism f : S → T suh that u = v ◦ f . This ate-
6
An étale Lie groupoid is a Lie groupoid suh that the soure (hene the target) map is a loal dieomorphism.
7
For the future use, we don't require the manifolds to be Hausdor.
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gory
8
enodes all information
9
of M in the sense that the morphisms between staks M and M ′ all
ome from the ordinary morphisms between M and M ′. In this way, the notion of staks generalizes
the notion of manifolds. A stak isomorphi to M for some M ∈ C is alled representable. In view
of this we an identify M with M and treat it as a dierentiable stak.
We refer the reader to [BX℄ or [Met℄ (Denition 48, 49) for the denition of monomorphisms and
epimorphisms of staks.
Definition 3.1 representable (surjetive) submersions [BX℄. A morphism f : X → Y of staks is a
representable submersion if for every manifold M and every morphism M → Y the bred produt
X ×YM is representable and the indued morphism X ×YM →M is a submersion. A representable
submersion is surjetive, if it is furthermore an epimorphism.
Definition 3.2 dierentiable staks [BX℄. A dierentiable stak X is a stak over C together with a
representable surjetive submersion π : X → X from a Hausdor (smooth) manifold X. X together
with the struture morphism π : X → X is alled an atlas forX .
Remark 2. For a manifold M , the stak M is by denition a dierentiable stak.
Example 2. Let G be a Lie group. The set of prinipal G-bundles forms a stak BG in the following
way. The objets of BG are
Obj(BG) = {π : P →M |P is a prinipal G-bundle over M.}
A morphism between two objets (P,M) and (P ′,M ′) is a morphism M → M ′ and G-equivariant
morphism P → P ′ overing M → M ′. Moreover BG is a dierentiable stak. One an take a point
pt to be an atlas. The map π : pt→ BG dened by
(f :M → pt) 7→ (M ×f,pt,pr G),
(where pr is the projetion from G to the point pt) is a representable surjetive submersion.
We have the following two easy properties:
Lemma 3.3 omposition. The omposition of two representable (surjetive) submersions is still a
representable (surjetive) submersion.
Proof. For any manifold U with map U → Z, onsider the following diagram
X ×Y Y ×Z U f˜−−−−→ Y ×Z U g˜−−−−→ Uy y y
X f−−−−→ Y g−−−−→ Z.
Sine f and g are representable submersions, Y ×Z U is a manifold so that X ×Z U = X ×Y Y ×Z U
is also a manifold. Sine g˜ and f˜ are submersions, g˜ ◦ f˜ is also a submersion. The omposition of
epimorphisms is still an epimorphism.
Lemma 3.4 base hange. In the following diagram
X ×Y Z g−−−−→ Zy y
X f−−−−→ Y,
(2)
8
In a fanier term, this is the ategory assoiated to the funtor of points of M .
9
f. Yoneda lemma.
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where X and Y are dierentiable staks (but not neessarily Z), if f is a representable (surjetive)
submersion, then so is g.
Proof. For any manifold U mapping to Z, we have the following diagram
X ×Y Z ×Z U h−−−−→ Uy y
X ×Y Z g−−−−→ Z
Composing the above diagram with (2), one an see that X×YZ×ZU = X ×Y U is a manifold and h
is a submersion beause f is a representable submersion. Therefore g is a representable submersion.
Moreover, the base hange of an epimorphism is learly still an epimorphism.
Remark 3. In general, we all the proedure of obtaining g from f the base hange of X → Y by
Z → Y.
Definition 3.5 smooth morphisms of dierentiable staks. A morphism f : X → Y of dierentiable
staks is smooth if for any atlas g : X → X the omposition X → X → Y satises the following: for
any atlas Y → Y the indued morphism X ×Y Y → Y is a smooth morphism of manifolds.
Definition 3.6 immersions, losed immersion, étale map, injetive immersion. [Met℄. A morphism
f : X → Y of staks is an immersion (resp. a losed immersion, an étale map) if for every repre-
sentable submersion M → Y from a manifold M the produt X ×YM is a manifold and the indued
morphism X ×Y M → M is an immersion (resp. a losed immersion, an étale map) of manifolds.
An injetive immersion is an immersion whih is also a monomorphism.
A dierentiable stak X is alled étale if there is an atlas π : X → X with π being étale.
Lemma 3.7. A morphism X → Y is smooth if and only if there exist an atlas X → X of X and an
atlas Y → Y of Y suh that the indued morphism X×Y Y → Y is a smooth morphism of manifolds.
Proof. One impliation is obvious. Suppose that X ×Y Y → Y is smooth. Let T → X be another
atlas. Then using base hange ofX×YY → X , T×XX×YY is a manifold and T×XX×YY → X×YY
is a submersion, hene a smooth map. The map T ×X X ×Y Y → Y fators as T ×X X ×Y Y →
X×Y Y → Y . Hene T ×X X×Y Y → Y is smooth. It also fators as T ×X X×Y Y → T ×Y Y → Y .
Similarly, the map T ×X X ×Y Y → T ×Y Y is a submersion, hene T ×Y Y → Y is smooth.
Now assume that U → Y is an atlas of Y. The indued map T ×Y Y ×Y U → Y ×Y U is smooth
beause it is the base-hange of a smooth map T ×Y Y → Y by a submersion Y ×Y U → Y . One
an nd a olletion of loally losed submanifolds in Y ×Y U whih form an open overing family
of U . Sine being étale is a loal property, it follows that T ×Y U → U is smooth as well.
Lemma 3.8. A morphism from a manifold X to a dierentiable stak Y is an immersion if and only
if X ×Y U → U is an immersion for some atlas U → Y.
Proof. One impliation is obvious. If X ×Y U → U is an immersion, let T → Y be any submersion
from a manifold T . The map X×YU → U is transformed by base-hange by a submersion U×Y T →
U to a map X ×Y U ×Y T → U ×Y T , whih is an immersion sine being an immersion is preserved
by base-hange. One an nd a olletion of loally losed submanifolds {Ti} in U ×Y T whih forms
a family of harts of T . Moreover X ×Y T is a manifold beause T is an atlas of Y. Using base
hanges, one an see that X ×Y Ti → Ti is an immersion and that {X ×Y Ti} is an open overing
family of X ×Y T . Sine being an immersion is loal property, it follows that X ×Y T → T is an
immersion as well.
7
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Similarly we have
Lemma 3.9. A morphism X → Y of dierentiable staks is a losed immersion if and only if
X ×Y U → U is a losed immersion for some atlas U → Y.
3.2 Staks v.s. groupoids
Next we explain the relationship between staks and groupoids.
3.2.1 From staks to groupoids Let X be a stak. Pik an atlas X0 → X , we an form
X1 := (X ×X X)⇒ X
with the two maps being projetions from the rst and seond fators. By the denition of an
atlas, X1 is a manifold and has a natural groupoid struture with soure and target maps the
two maps above. We all this groupoid a presentation of X . Dierent atlases give rise to dierent
presentations (see for example [Vis89℄, Appendix). An étale dierential stak has a presentation by
an étale groupoid.
Example 3. In Example 1 we have the stak M with the atlas M → M . M ×M M is just the
diagonal in M ×M , thus is isomorphi to M . Hene we have a groupoid M ⇒ M with two maps
both equal to the identity. This is learly isomorphi (as a groupoid) to the transformation groupoid
{id} ×M ⇒M . Here {id} is the trivial group with one element.
Example 4. In Example 2, the stak BG an be simply presented by a point pt. The bre produt
pt×BG pt equals to G. So the groupoid presenting BG is simply G⇒ pt.
3.2.2 From groupoids to staks Conversely , given a groupoid G1
s
⇒
t
G0, one an assoiate a
(quotient) stak X with an atlas G0 → X suh that G1 = G0×XG0. In algebrai geometry, this result
an be found in for example [Vis89℄. Here we reall the onstrution given in [BX℄ for dierentiable
staks. We begin with several well-known denitions.
Definition 3.10 groupoid ation. A Lie groupoid G1
s
⇒
t
G0 ation on a manifold M from the
right (or left) onsists of the following data: a moment map J : M → G0 and a smooth map
Φ : M ×J,t G1 (or G1 ×s,J M)→M suh that
i) J(Φ(m, g)) = s(g) (or J(Φ(g,m) = t(g));
ii) Φ(Φ(m, g), h) = Φ(m, gh) (or Φ(h,Φ(g,m)) = Φ(hg,m));
iii) Φ(m,J(m)) = m (or Φ(J(m),m) = m).
Here we identify G0 as the identity setion of G1. From now on, the ation Φ is denoted by  · for
simpliity.
Definition 3.11 groupoid prinipal bundles, or torsors. A manifold P is a (right or left) prinipal
bundle of a groupoid H over a manifold S, if
i) there is a surjetive submersion π : P → S;
ii) H1 ats (from the right or left) on P freely and transitively on eah ber of π;
iii) the moment map JH : P → H0 is a surjetive submersion.
A right prinipal H bundle is also alled H-torsor.
Remark 4. Sine the ation is free and transitive, one an see that P/H = S. If H ation is free,
P/H is a manifold i H ation is proper. Sine S = P/H is a manifold, we automatially obtained
that the H ation is proper for any H-prinipal bundle.
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Let G =(G1
s
⇒
t
G0) be a Lie groupoid
10
. We follow the onstrution in [BX℄. Denote by BG the
ategory of right G-prinipal bundles. An objet Q of BG over S ∈ C is a right G-prinipal bundle
over S. A morphism between two G torsors π1 : Q1 → S1 and π2 : Q2 → S2 is a smooth map Ψ
lifting the morphism ψ between the base manifolds S1 and S2 (i.e. ψ ◦ π1 = Ψ ◦ π2) suh that Ψ is
G1-equivariant, i.e. Ψ(q1 · g) = Ψ(q1) · g for (q1, g) ∈M ×J1,tG1, where Ji and πi are moment maps
and the projetions of torsors Qi, i = 1, 2.
Note 1. Above ondition implies that J2 ◦Ψ = J1.
This makes BG a ategory over C. It is a dierentiable stak presented by the Lie groupoid
G1
s
⇒
t
G0: an atlas φ : G0 → BG an be onstruted as follows. For f : S → G0, we assign a
manifold Q = S ×f,t G1. (Q is a manifold beause t is a submersion.) The projetion π : Q→ S is
given by the rst projetion and the moment map J : Q → G0 is the seond projetion omposed
with s. The groupoid ation is dened by
(s, g) · h = (s, gh), for all (s, g) ∈ S ×f,t G1, h ∈ G1.
The π-ber is simply a opy of the t-ber, therefore the ation of G1 is free and transitive.
φ is a representable surjetive submersion and G1 = G0 ×φ,φ G0 ts in the following diagram:
G1
t−−−−→ G0
s
y φy
G0
φ−−−−→ BG.
For omplete proofs, we refer to literatures more spei on this subjet, for example [Pro96℄, [BX℄
and [Met℄.
Example 5. In the ase of the trivial transformation groupoid {id} ×M ⇒ M it's easy to see that
the stak onstruted above is M .
3.2.3 Morita equivalene To further explore the orrespondene between staks and groupoids,
we need the following denition.
Definition 3.12 Morita equivalene [MRW87℄. Two Lie groupoids G and H are Morita equivalent
if there exists a manifold E, suh that
i) G and H at on E from the left and right respetively with moment maps JG and JH and the
two ations ommute;
ii) The moment maps are surjetive submersions;
iii) The groupoid ations on the bre of the moment maps are free and transitive. Suh an E is
alled a (Morita) bibundle of G and H.
Proposition 3.13 see [Pro96℄ [BX℄ [Met℄. Two Lie groupoids present isomorphi dierential staks
if and only if they are Morita equivalent.
3.2.4 1-morphisms (1-)morphisms between staks an be realized on the level of groupoids.
These had been studied in detail in [Mr£℄ and alled Hilsum-Skandalis (HS) morphisms, following
[HS87℄. Suh morphisms are also alled generalized morphisms of Lie groupoids sometimes (see
[MM03℄ and referenes therein).
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s
⇒
t
G0 (or H1
s
⇒
t
H0, et.).
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Definition 3.14 HS morphisms [Mr£℄. A Hilsum-Skandalis (HS) morphism of Lie groupoids from
G to H is a triple (E, JG, JH) suh that:
i) The bundle JG : E → G0 is a right H-prinipal bundle with moment map JH ;
ii) G ats on E from the left with moment map JG;
iii) The ations of G and H ommute, i.e. (g · x) · h = g · (x · h). We all E an HS bibundle.
Remark 5.
i) In the above denition, (3) implies that JH is G invariant and JG is H invariant.
ii) For a homomorphism of Lie groupoids f :(G1
s
⇒
t
G0)→(H1
s
⇒
t
H0), one an form an HS morphism
via the bibundle G0 ×f,H0,t H1 [HM℄. Thus the notion of HS morphisms generalizes the notion of
Lie groupoid morphisms.
iii) The identity HS morphism of G1
s
⇒
t
G0 is given by G0 ×t G1 ×s G0. An HS morphism is
invertible if the bibundle is not only right prinipal but also left prinipal. In other words, it is a
Morita equivalene.
iv) Two HS morphisms E: (G1 ⇒ G0)→(H1 ⇒ H0) and F : (H1 ⇒ H0)→(K1 ⇒ K0) an be
omposed to obtain an HS morphism (G1 ⇒ G0)→(K1 ⇒ K0 ) with bibundle E ×H0 F , where H1
ats by (x, y) · h = (xh, h−1y) (G1 and K1 still have left-over ations on it). Composition is not
assoiative (see for example [HM℄).
Proposition 3.15 HS and smooth morphism of staks. HS morphisms of Lie groupoids orre-
spond to smooth morphisms of dierentiable staks. More preisely, an HS morphism E: (G1
s
⇒
t
G0)→(H1
s
⇒
t
H0) indues a smooth morphism of dierentiable staks φE : BG → BH. On the
other hand, given a smooth morphism φ: X → Y and atlases G0 → X ,H0 → Y, φ indues an HS
morphism Eφ: (G1
s
⇒
t
G0)→(H1
s
⇒
t
H0), where (G0×X G0 = G1)⇒ G0 and (H0×YH0 = H1)⇒ H0
present X and Y respetively.
Proof. Suppose (E, JG, JH) is an HS morphism. Given a right G-prinipal bundle P over S with
moment map JP , we form Q = P ×G0 E/G, where the G-ation is given by
(p, x) · g = (pg, g−1x), if JP (p) = JG(x) = t(g).
Sine the ation of G is free and proper on P , the G-ation on P ×G0 E is also free and proper. So
Q is a manifold. In the following steps, we will show that Q is a H-torsor, then we an dene φE by
φE(P ) = Q.
i) Dene πQ : Q → S by πQ([(p, x)]) = πP (p). Sine πP : P → S is G invariant, πQ is a well-
dened smooth map. Sine any urve γ(t) in S an be pulled bak by πP as γ˜(t) in P , it (γ(t))
an be pulled bak by πQ to Q = P×G0E as [(γ˜(t), x)]. Therefore πQ is a surjetive submersion.
ii) Dene JQ : Q → H0 by JQ([p, x]) = JH(x). Sine JH is G invariant, JQ is well-dened and
smooth.
iii) Dene H ation on Q by [(p, x)]·h = [(p, xh)]. It is well dened sine G and H ations ommute.
If [(p, x)] · h = [(p, x)], then there exist g ∈ G1, suh that (pg, g−1xh) = (p, x). Sine the G
ation is free on P and the H ation is free on E, we must have g = 1 and h = 1. Therefore
the H ation on Q is free.
iv) If [(p, x)] and [(p′, x′)] belong to the same bre of πQ, i.e. πP (p) = πP (p
′), then there exists a
g ∈ G1, suh that p′ = pg. So [(p, x)] = [(p′, g−1x)]. Sine JG(x′) = JP (p′) = s(g) = JG(g−1x),
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there exists a h ∈ H1, suh that x′h = g−1x. So [(p′, x′)]h = [(p, x)], i.e. the H ation on Q is
transitive.
On the level of morphisms, we dene a map whih takes a morphism of right G prinipal bundles
f : P1 → P2 to a morphism of right H prinipal bundles
f˜ : P1 × E/G→ P2 × E/G, given by [(p, x)] 7→ [(f(p), x)].
Therefore φE is a map between staks. The smoothness of φE follows from the following laim and
Lemma 3.7.
Claim: As manifolds E ∼= H0 ×Y G0, where the map G0 → Y is the omposition of the atlas
projetion πG : G0 → X and φE . The two moment maps JH and JG oinide with the projetions
from H0 ×Y G0 to H0 and G0 respetively.
Proof of the Claim: Sine the inlusion of the ategory of manifolds into the ategory of staks is
faithful, it sues to show E and G0 ×Y G0 are isomorphi as staks.
Examining the denition of bre produt of staks [BX℄, we see that an objet in H0×Y G0 over
a manifold S ∈ C is (fH , f, fG) where fH : S → H0, fG : S → G0 and f is an H equivariant map
tting inside the following diagram:
S ×fH ,H0,t H1
f−−−−→ S ×fG,G0,JG Ey y
S
id−−−−→ S,
where we use (x, e) 7→ [(x, 1x, e)] to identify the target of f with (S ×fG,t G1 ×s,JG E)/G whih is
the image of the trivial torsor S ×fG,t G1 under the map φE ◦ πG. Then by x 7→ prE ◦ f(x, 1x), f
gives a map ψf : S → E, whih is an objet in the stak E.
On the other hand for any ψ : S → E, one an onstrut a map f : S×fH ,H0,tH1 → S×fG,G0,JGE
by f(x, h) = (x, ψf (x) ·h). Moreover, fH and fG are simply the ompositions of ψ with the moment
maps of E.
It is not hard to verify that this gives an isomorphism between these two staks.
Finally, from the onstrution above, it is not hard to see that the moment maps are exatly the
projetions from H0 ×Y G0 to H0 and G0. ▽
We sketh the proof of the seond statement (whih is not used in the remaining ontent of this
paper). We have morphisms G0 → X φ−→ Y and H0 → Y. Take the bibundle Eφ to be G0 ×Y H0.
It's not hard to hek that Eφ satises required properties.
Remark 6. A dierent form of this proposition an be found in [Pro96℄, in whih a proof from
biategorial viewpoint was given.
In view of Proposition 3.15, the fat that the omposition of HS morphisms is not assoiative
an be understood by the fat that ompositions of 1-morphisms of staks are assoiative up to
2-morphisms of staks.
3.2.5 2-morphisms As morphisms in dierentiable staks orresponds to HS morphisms, 2-
morphisms also have their exat orrespondene in the language of Lie groupoids. Reall that mor-
phisms of staks are funtors between ategories, and a 2-morphism of staks between two morphisms
is a natural transformation between these two morphisms viewed as funtors. We have 2-morphisms
of groupoids dened as following:
Definition 3.16 2-morphisms [Pro96℄[Met℄. Let (Ei, J iG, J
i
H) be two HS morphisms from the Lie
groupoid G to H. A 2-morphism from (E1, J1G, J
1
H) to (E
2, J2G, J
2
H) is a bi-invariant isomorphism
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from E1 to E2.
Remark 7.
i) If the two HS morphisms are given by groupoid homomorphisms f and g between G and H,
then a 2-morphism from f to g is just a smooth map α : G0 → H1 so that f(x) = g(x) · α(x)
and α(γx) = g(γ)α(x)f(γ)−1, where x ∈ G0 and γ ∈ G1. So it is easy to see that not every two
morphisms an be onneted by a 2-morphism and when they do, the 2-morphism may not be unique
(for example this happens when the isotropy group is nontrivial and abelian).
ii) From the proof of Proposition 3.15, one an see that a 2-morphism between HS morphisms
orresponds to a 2-morphism between the orresponding (1-)morphisms on the level of staks.
3.3 Fibre produts and submersions
Invariant maps are a onvenient way to produe maps between staks that we will use later in
the onstrution of the WEinstein groupoids.
Lemma 3.17. Given a Lie groupoid G1
s
⇒
t
G0 and a manifold M , any G-invariant map f : G0 →M
indues a morphism between dierentiable staks f¯ : BG→M suh that f = f¯ ◦φ, where φ : G0 →
BG is the overing map of atlases.
Proof. Sine f is G invariant, f introdues a morphism between Lie groupoids: (G1
s
⇒
t
G0)→ (M ⇒
M). By Proposition 3.15 it gives a smooth morphism between dierentiable staks. More preisely,
let Q → S be a G1 torsor over S with moment map J1 and projetion π1. Sine the G ation on
the π1-bre is free and transitive, we have S = Q×f◦J1,id M/G1. Notie that a (M ⇒M)-torsor is
simply a manifold S with a smooth map to M . Then f¯(Q) is the morphism J2 : S → M given by
J2(s) = f ◦ J1(q), where q is any preimage of s by π (it is well dened sine f is G-invariant). For
any map a : S → G0, the image under φ is Qa = S ×a,t G1, and f¯(Qa) is the map f ◦ a sine f is
G-invariant. Therefore f = f¯ ◦ φ.
Definition 3.18 (surjetive) submersions. A morphism f : X → Y of dierentiable staks is alled
a submersion
11
if for any atlas M → X , the omposition M → X → Y satises the following: for
any atlas N → Y the indued morphism M ×Y N → N is a submersion. A surjetive submersion is
a submersion whih is also an epimorphism.
Remark 8. In partiular, a representable submersion is a submersion. But the onverse is not true:
for example the soure and target maps bbs and bbt that we will dene in the next setion are
submersions but not representable submersions in general.
Here we introdue submersions instead of representable submersions mainly beause we will use
later the following result about bred produts:
Proposition 3.19 bred produts. Let Z be a manifold and f : X → Z and g : Y → Z be two
morphisms of dierentiable staks. If either f or g is a submersion, then X ×Z Y is a dierentiable
stak.
Proof. Assume that f : X → Z is a submersion. By denition, for any atlas X → X , the omposition
X → X → Z is a submersion. Let Y be a presentation of Y, then X ×Z Y is a manifold. To see
that X ×Z Y is a dierentiable stak, it sues to show that there exists a representable surjetive
submersion from X ×Z Y to X ×Z Y. By Lemma 3.4, X ×Z Y → X ×Z Y and X ×Z Y → X ×Z Y
are representable surjetive submersions. By Lemma 3.3, their omposition is also a representable
surjetive submersion.
11
This is dierent from the denition in [Met℄.
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Lemma 3.20. Let X ,Y be staks with maps X → Z and Y → Z to a manifold Z, one of whih a
submersion, and let X → X , Y → Y be atlases for X and Y respetively. Then X ×Z Y → X ×Z Y
is an atlas for X ×Z Y.
Proof. Note that X ×Z Y is a manifold beause one of X → Z and Y → Z is a submersion.
X×Z Y → X ×Z Y fators into X×Z Y → X ×Z Y → X ×Z Y. X×Z Y → X ×Z Y is a representable
surjetive submersion beause X → X is. X ×Z Y → X×ZY is a representable surjetive submersion
beause Y → Y is. Thus X ×Z Y → X ×Z Y is a representable surjetive submersion.
Example 6. In the situation of Lemma 3.20, put X1 = X ×X X and Y1 = Y ×Y Y , then X ×Z Y is
presented by the groupoid
(X1 ×Z Y1 ⇒ X ×Z Y ).
This follows from the fat that
(X ×Z Y )×X×ZY (X ×Z Y ) ∼= (X ×X X)×Z (Y ×Y Y ).
Lemma 3.21. If a G invariant map f : G0 →M is a submersion, then the indued map f¯ : BG→M
is a submersion of dierentiable staks.
Proof. Let U →M be a morphism of manifolds. Using the base hange of the representable surjetive
submersion G0 → BG by the projetion BG ×f¯ ,M U → BG, we an see that BG ×M U is a
dierentiable stak with atlas G0 ×M U . Note that the omposition G0 ×M U → BG ×M U → U
is a submersion beause it is the base hange of f : G0 → M by U → M . Now take an atlas
V → BG×M U whih is a representable surjetive submersion.
.
G0 ×M U ×BG×MU V G0 ×M U
V BG×M U U
G0
BG M
✲
❍❍❍❍❍❥
❄
❍❍❍❍❥
❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳③✲ ✲
❄ ❄
❍❍❍❍❍❍❥
❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳③✲
We see that G0×MU×BG×MUV is a manifold and the projetions to G0×MU and V are submersions.
The omposition
G0 ×M U ×BG×MU V → V → U
oinides with
G0 ×M U ×BG×MU V → G0 ×M U → BG×M U → U,
whih is a surjetive submersion. Hene V → U is a submersion.
It's not hard to see that the onstrution of staks in the ategory of smooth manifolds an be
extended to the ategory of Banah manifolds, yielding the notion of Banah staks. Many properties
of dierentiable staks, inluding those disussed here, are shared by Banah staks as well. Also, the
ategory of dierentiable staks an be obtained from the ategory of Banah staks by restriting
the base ategory.
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4. The Weinstein groupoids of Lie algebroids
4.1 The onstrution
Reall that in Setion 2.1, given a Lie algebroid A, we onstruted an étale groupoid Γ
s1
⇒
t1
P .
We obtain an étale dierential stakG(A) presented by Γ
s1
⇒
t1
P . For a dierent transversal P ′, the
restrition Γ′ = Mon(P0A)|P ′ is Morita equivalent to Γ through the nite dimensional bibundle
s
−1
M (P ) ∩ t−1M (P ′). As we have seen, this implies that they represent isomorphi dierential staks.
Therefore, we might base our disussion on Γ
s1
⇒
t1
P .
Sine Mon(P0A) ⇒ P0A is Morita equivalent to Γ
s1
⇒
t1
P through the Banah bibundle s−1M (P ),
G(A) an also be presented by Mon(P0A) as a Banah stak.
In this setion, we will onstrut two Weinstein groupoids G(A) and H(A) for every Lie algebroid
A and prove Theorem 1.3.
We begin with G(A). We rst dene the inverse, identity setion, soure and target maps on the
level of groupoids.
Definition 4.1. Dene
 i : (Γ
s1
⇒
t1
P )→(Γ
s1
⇒
t1
P ) by g = [a(ǫ, t)] 7→ [a(ǫ, 1 − t)], where [·] denotes the homotopy lass in
Mon(P0A);
 e : M →(Γ
s1
⇒
t1
P ) by x 7→ 10x , where 10x denotes the identity homotopy of the onstant path
0x;
 s :(Γ
s1
⇒
t1
P )→M by g = [a(ǫ, t)] 7→ γ(0, 0)(= γ(ǫ, 0), ∀ǫ), where γ is the base path of a;
 t :(Γ
s1
⇒
t1
P )→M by g = [a(ǫ, t)] 7→ γ(0, 1)(= γ(ǫ, 1), ∀ǫ);
These maps an be dened similarly on Mon(P0A) ⇒ P0A. These maps are all bounded linear
maps in the loal harts of Mon(P0A). Therefore they are smooth homomorphisms between Lie
groupoids. Hene, they dened smooth morphisms between dierentiable staks. We denote the
maps orresponding to i, e, s, t on the stak level by i¯, e¯, s¯ and t¯ respetively.
Lemma 4.2. The maps s¯ and t¯ are surjetive submersions. The map e¯ : M → G(A) is an injetive
immersion. The map i¯ is an isomorphism.
Proof. s and t restrited to P are Γ-invariant and submersions beause any path through x in M
an be lifted to a path in P passing through any given preimage of x. Aording to Lemma 3.17 and
3.21, the indued maps s¯ and t¯ are submersions.
Denote by e0 the restrited map of e on the level of objets: e0 : M → P . Notie that e0 ts into
the following diagram (whih is not ommutative):
M ×G(A) P P
M G(A)
✲pr2
❄
pr1
❄
π
✲e¯
 
 
 
 
 ✒
e0
(3)
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Consider x = (f : U → M) ∈ M , e¯(x) = U ×e0◦f,G0 G1 as a G-torsor, and e0(x) = (e0 ◦ f :
U → G0) ∈ G0. Consider also y = (g : U → G0) ∈ G0, π(y) = U ×g,G0 G1. A typial objet of
Mi×G G0 is (x, η, y) where η is a morphism for G-torsors from e¯(x) to π(y) over idU of U . Then by
the equivariany of η, we have a map φ: U → G1, suh that e0 ◦ f = g ·φ. Therefore, we have a map
α : M ×G(A) G0 → G1 given by α(x, η, y) = φ, suh that
e0 ◦ pr1 = pr2 · α.
Sine π is étale, so is pr1. Moreover, sine e0 is an embedding, pr2 must be an immersion. Therefore,
by Lemma 3.8, e¯ is an immersion.
As s ◦ e = t ◦ e = id on the level of groupoids, the same identity passes to identity on the level
of dierentiable staks. Sine s¯ ◦ e¯ = t¯ ◦ e¯ = id, it is easy to see that e¯ must be monomorphi and s¯
(and t¯) must be epimorphi.
The map i is an isomorphism of groupoids, hene it indues an isomorphism at the level of
staks.
Now we dene the multipliation in the innite dimensional presentation. First we extend on-
atenation to Mon(P0A). Consider two elements g1, g0 ∈ Mon(P0A) whose base paths on M are
onneted at the end points. Suppose gi is represented by ai(ǫ, t). Dene
g1 ⊙ g0 = [a1(ǫ, t)⊙t a0(ǫ, t)],
where ⊙t means onatenation with respet to the parameter t and the [·] denotes the equivalene
lass of homotopies.
Notie that s ◦ sM = s ◦ tM and t ◦ sM = t ◦ tM are surjetive submersions by reasoning similar
to that in above. Hene by Lemma 3.20 and Example 6,
Mon(P0A)×s◦sM ,M,t◦tM Mon(P0A)⇒ P0A
with soure and target maps sM × sM and tM × tM is a Lie groupoid and it presents the stak
G ×s¯,M,t¯ G.
Finally let m to be the following smooth homomorphism between Lie groupoids:
Mon(P0A) ×
s◦sM ,M,t◦tM
Mon(P0A)
sM×sM

tM×tM

⊙
//Mon(P0A)
sM

tM

P0A× P0A ⊙ // P0A
Multipliation is less obvious for the étale presentation Γ ⇒ P . We will have to dene the
multipliation through an HS morphism.
Viewing P as a submanifold of P0A, let E = s
−1
M (P )∩ t−1M (m(P ×M P )) ⊂Mon(P0A). Sine sM
and tM are surjetive submersions andm(P×MP ) ∼= P×MP is a submanifold of P0A, E is a smooth
manifold. Sine P is a transversal, tM : E → m(P ×M P ) is étale. Moreover dimm(P ×M P ) =
2dimP − dimM . So E is nite dimensional. Further notie that m : P0A×P0A→ P0A is injetive
and its inverse m−1 dened on the image of m is given by
m−1 : b(t) 7→ (b(2t1), b(1 − 2t2)) t1 ∈ [0, 1
2
], t2 ∈ [1
2
, 1]
whih is bounded linear in a loal hart. Let π1 = m
−1 ◦ tM : E → P ×M P and π2 = sM : E → P .
Then it is routine to hek that (E, π1, π2) is an HS morphism from Γ×M Γ⇒ P ×M P to Γ⇒ P . It
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is not hard to verify that on the level of staks (E, π1, π2) and m give two 1-morphisms diered by a
2-morphism. Thus, after modifying E by this 2-morphism, we get another HS-morphism (Em, π
′
1, pi
′
2)
whih presents the same map as m. Moreover, Em ∼= E as bibundles.
Therefore, we have the following denition:
Definition 4.3. Dene m¯ : G(A) ×s¯,t¯ G(A) → G(A) to be the smooth morphism between étale
staks presented by (Em, π
′
1, π
′
2).
Remark 9. If we use Mon(P0A) as the presentation, m¯ is also presented by m.
Lemma 4.4. The multipliation m¯ : G(A) × G(A) → G(A) is a smooth morphism between étale
staks and is assoiative up to a 2-morphism, that is, diagram
G(A) ×
s,t
G(A) ×
s,t
G(A) G(A) ×
s,t
G(A)
G(A) ×
s,t
G(A) G(A)
✲id×m¯
❄
m¯×id
❄
m¯
✲m¯
is 2-ommutative, i.e. there exists a 2-morphism α : m¯ ◦ (m¯× id)→ m¯ ◦ (id × m¯).
Proof. We will establish the 2-morphism on the level of Banah staks. Notie that a smooth mor-
phism in the ategory of Banah manifolds between nite dimensional manifolds is a smooth mor-
phism in the ategory of nite dimensional smooth manifolds. Therefore, the 2-morphism we will
establish gives a 2-morphism for the étale staks.
Take the Banah presentation Mon(P0A), then m¯ an simply be presented as a homomorphism
between groupoids as in (4.1). Aording to Remark 7, we now onstrut a 2-morphism α : P0A×M
P0A×M P0A→Mon(P0A) in the following diagram
Mon(P0A)×
M
Mon(P0A)×
M
Mon(P0A)
m◦(m×id)
m◦(id×m)
//
sM×sM×sM

tM×tM×tM

Mon(P0A)
sM

tM

P0A×M P0A×M P0A // P0A
Let α(a1, a2, a3) be the natural resaling between a1 ⊙ (a2 ⊙ a3) and (a1 ⊙ a2) ⊙ a3. Namely,
α(a1, a2, a3) is the homotopy lass represented by
a(ǫ, t) = ((1− ǫ) + ǫσ′(t))a((1 − ǫ)t+ ǫσ(t)), (4)
where σ(t) is a smooth reparameterization suh that σ(1/4) = 1/2, σ(1/2) = 3/4. In loal harts, α
is a bounded linear operator. Therefore it is a smooth morphism between Banah spaes. Moreover,
m ◦ (m× id) = m ◦ (id ×m) · α. Therefore α serves as the desired 2-morphism.
One might be urious about whether there are further obstrutions to assoiativity. There are
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six ways to multiply four elements in G(A). Put
F1 = m¯ ◦ m¯× id ◦ m¯× id× id,
F2 = m¯ ◦ id× m¯ ◦ m¯× id× id,
F3 = m¯ ◦ m¯× id ◦ id× id× m¯,
F4 = m¯ ◦ id× m¯ ◦ id× id× m¯,
F5 = m¯ ◦ id× m¯ ◦ id× m¯× id,
F6 = m¯ ◦ m¯× id ◦ id× m¯× id.
These morphisms t into the following ommutative ube.
G(A)×
M
G(A)×
M
G(A)
m¯×id
**UU
UUU
id×m¯

G(A)×
M
G(A)×
M
G(A)×
M
G(A)
id×id×m¯
11ccccccccccccccccccccccc
m¯×id×id
++XXX
XX
id×m¯×id

G(A)×
M
G(A)
m¯

G(A)×
M
G(A)×
M
G(A)
id×m¯
11ddddddddddddddddddddddd
m¯×id

G(A)×
M
G(A)
m¯
**UU
UUU
UUU
U
G(A)×
M
G(A)×
M
G(A)
id×m¯
11ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
m¯×id
++XXX
XXXX
XX
G(A)
G(A)×
M
G(A)
m¯
11ddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd
There is a 2-morphism on eah fae of the ube to onnet Fi and Fi+1 (F7 = F1), onstruted
as in the last lemma. Let αi : Fi → Fi+1. Will the omposition α6 ◦ α6 ◦ ... ◦ α1 be the identity
2-morphism? If so, given any two dierent ways of multiplying four (hene any number of) elements,
dierent methods to obtain 2-morphisms between them will give rise to the same 2-morphism.
Sine 2-morphisms between two 1-morphisms are not unique if our dierential staks are not honest
manifolds, it is neessary to study the existene of further obstrutions.
Proposition 4.5. There is no further obstrution for assoiativity of m¯ in G(A).
Proof. In the presentationMon(P0A) of G(A), the αi's onstruted above an be expliitly expressed
as a smooth morphism: P0A×M P0A×M P0A×M P0A→Mon(P0A). More preisely,aording to the
Lemma above, αi(a1, a2, a3, a4) is the natural resaling between Fi(a1, a2, a3, a4) andFi+1(a1, a2, a3, a4).
Here by abuse of notations, we denote the homomorphism on the groupoid level also by Fi. It is
not hard to see that α6 ◦ α6 ◦ ... ◦ α1 is represented by a resaling that is homotopi to the identity
homotopy between A0-paths.
Therefore, the omposed 2-morphism is atually identity sine Mon(P0A) is made up by the
homotopy of homotopy of A0-paths. We also notie that identity morphism in the ategory of Banah
manifolds between two nite dimensional manifolds is identity morphism in the ategory of nite
dimensional smooth manifolds. Therefore, there is no further obstrutions even for 2-morphisms of
étale staks.
Now to show G(A) is a Weinstein groupoid, it remains to show that the identities in item (4) and
(5) in Denition 1.1 hold and the 2-morphisms in these identities are identity 2-morphisms when
restrited to M . Notie that for any A0-path a(t), we have
a(t)⊙t 1γ(0) ∼ a(t), a(1− t)⊙t a(t) ∼ γ(0),
where γ is the base path of a(t). Using i) in Remark 7, we an see that on the groupoid level
m ◦ ((e ◦ t) × id) and id only dier by a 2-morphism, and the same for the pairs m ◦ (i × id)and
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e ◦ s, s ◦ m and s ◦ pr1. Therefore the orresponding identities hold on the level of dierentiable
staks. Transform them to staks, the rest of the identities also follow. Moreover, the 2-morphisms
(in all presentations of G(A) we have desribed above) are formed by resalings. When they restrit
to onstant paths in M , they are just id.
Summing up what we have disussed above, G(A) with all the strutures we have given is a
Weinstein groupoid over M .
We further omment that one an onstrut another natural Weinstein groupoid H(A) assoiated
to A exatly in the same way as G(A) by the Lie groupoid Hol(P0A) or Γh
s1
⇒
t1
P sine they are
Morita equivalent by a similar reason as their monodromy ounterparts. One an establish the
identity setion, the inverse, et., even the multipliation in exatly the same way. One only has to
notie that in the onstrution of the multipliation, the 2-morphism in the assoiativity diagram
is the holonomy lass (instead of homotopy lass) of the reparameterization (4). One an do so
beause homotopi paths have the same holonomy. Moreover, by the same reason, there is no further
obstrutions for the multipliation on H(A).
Finally, we want to omment about the Hausdorness of the soure bres (hene the target bres
by the inverse) of G(A) and H(A).
Definition 4.6. An étale dierentiable stak X is Hausdor i the diagonal map
∆ : X → X ×X ,
is an losed immersion.
Remark 10. In the ase when X is a manifold, the diagonal map being a losed immersion is
equivalent to its image being losed. Hene this notion oinides with the usual Hausdorness for
manifolds.
Unlike the ase of Lie groupoids, the soure bre of G(A) or H(A) is in general not Hausdor.
(see Example 7). The obstrution lies inside the foliation F dened in Setion 2.1.
Proposition 4.7. The soure bre of G(A) and H(A) is Hausdor i the leaves of the foliation F
are losed.
Proof. We prove this for G(A). The proof for H(A) is similar. Let P be the étale atlas we have
hosen. Then the soure bre s¯
−1(x) = x×M,s¯ G(A) is a dierentiable stak presented by s−1(x) by
Proposition 3.19. Consider the following diagram,
s¯
−1(x)×s¯−1(x)×s¯−1(x) s−1(x)× s−1(x) δ−−−−→ s−1(x)× s−1(x)y y
s¯
−1(x)
∆−−−−→ s¯−1(x)× s¯−1(x).
By a similar argument as in Setion 3.2.2, s¯
−1(x) ×s¯−1(x)×s¯−1(x) s−1(x) × s−1(x) is isomorphi to
Γ|s−1(x) and δ is just s1 × t1. Obviously s1 × t1 is an immersion sine Γ is an étale groupoid.
Moreover, the image of δ is losed by the following argument: take a onvergent sequene (ai0(t), a
i
1(t))
of A0-path with the limit (a0(t), a1(t)). Suppose that (a
i
0(t), a
i
1(t)) is inside the image of δ, i.e.
ai0(t) ∼ ai1(t)). Let a¯ denote the inverse path of a, we have a¯i0(t) ⊙ ai1(t) ∼ 1x, i.e. they stay in the
same leaf of the foliation F . Hene the limit path a¯0(t)⊙ a1(t) ∼ 1x (i.e. (a0(t), a1(t)) is also inside
the image of δ) i the leaves of F are losed.
Example 7 Non-Hausdor soure-bres. Let M be S2 × S2 with 2-form Ω = (ω,√2ω). Let the Lie
algebroid A over M be TM × R with Lie braket
[(V, f), (W, g)] = ([V,W ], LV (g)− LW (h) + Ω(V,W )),
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and anhor the projetion onto TM (see [CdSW99℄ Chapter 16 or [AM84℄). Let (a(ǫ, t), u(ǫ, t)) be
an A0-homotopy, where the rst omponent is in TM and the seond omponent is in the trivial
bundle R. The ondition of being an A0-path here is equivalent to a =
d
dt
γ and boundary onditions,
where γ is the base path. Moreover, the rst omponent of equation (1) is the usual A0-homotopy
equation for TM , whih simply indues the homotopy of the base paths. The seond omponent of
equation (1) is
∂tv − ∂ǫu = Ω(a, b),
where b in equation (1) is (b, v) above. Hene b = d
dǫ
γ. Integrate the above equation and use the
boundary ondition of v, we have∫ 1
0
u(0, t)dt −
∫ 1
0
u(1, t)dt =
∫
γ
Ω.
Let the period group Λ of Ω at a point x ∈M be
Λx =
∫
γ
Ω, [γ] ∈ π2(M,x).
Sine M is simply onneted, one an atually show that (γ(0, t), u(0, t)) ∼ (γ(1, t), u(1, t)) i γ(0, t)
and γ(1, t) have the same end points and
∫ 1
0 (u0−u1)dt ∈ Λ. Then in this ase, sine
√
2 is irrational,
Λx is dense in R for all x. Hene, there exist sequenes u
i
0 → u0 and ui1 → u1 suh that
∫ 1
0 (u
i
0−ui1) ∈ Λ
but the limit
∫ 1
0 (u0 − u1) /∈ Λ. Hene the leaves of the foliation F are not losed in this ase.
4.2 The Integrability of Lie algebroids
The integrability of A and the representability of G(A) are not exatly the same, due to the
presene of isotropy groups. But, sine holonomy groupoids are always eetive [MM03℄, we will
show that the integrability of A is equivalent to the representability of H(A).
Proposition-Definition 4.8 orbit spaes. Let X be a dierentiable stak presented by a Lie
groupoid X = (X1 ⇒ X0). The orbit spae of X is dened as the topologial quotient X0/X1.
Throughout the paper, when we mention the orbit spae is a smooth manifold, we mean it has the
natural smooth manifold struture indued from X0 (i.e. the projetion X0 → X0/X1 is smooth).
Proof. We have to show the topologial quotient is independent of hoie of presentations. Suppose
that there is another presentation Y whih is Morita equivalent to X through (E, JX , JY ). Let Ox be
the orbit of X1 in X0 through point x. By the fat that both groupoid ations are free and transitive
ber-wise, JY ◦J−1X (Ox) is another orbit Oy of Y . In this way, there is a 1-1 orrespondene between
orbits of X and Y . Hene, Y0/Y1 understood as the spae of orbits is the same as X0/X1.
Theorem 4.9. A Lie algebroid A is integrable in the lassial sense, i.e. there is a Lie groupoid
whose Lie algebroid is A, i the orbit spae of G(A) is a smooth manifold. Moreover, in this ase
the orbit spae of G(A) is the unique soure-simply onneted Lie groupoid integrating A.
Proof. First, let Mon(PaA) be the monodromy groupoid of the foliation introdued by homotopy
of A-paths in Setion 2.1. We will show that Mon(PaA) is Morita equivalent to Mon(P0A). Notie
that P0A is a submanifold of PaA, so there is another groupoid Mon(PaA)|PoA over P0A. We laim
it is the same as Mon(P0A). Namely, an A-homotopy a(ǫ, t) between two A0 paths a0 and a1 an
be homotopi to an A0-homotopy a˜(ǫ, t) between a0 and a1. The idea is to divide a˜ into three parts:
i) First deform a0 to a
τ
0 through a0(ǫ, t) whih is dened as (1− ǫ+ ǫτ ′(t))a0((1− ǫ)t+ ǫτ(t)), where
τ is the reparameterization indued in Setion 2.1;
ii) Then, deform aτ0 to a
τ
1 through a(ǫ, t)
τ
;
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iii) Lastly, onnet aτ1 to a1 through a1(ǫ, t) whih is dened as a1((1−ǫ)τ ′(t)+ǫ)a1(ǫt+(1−ǫ)τ(t)).
Then onnet those three piees by a similar method in the onstrution of onatenation (though
it might be only pieewise smooth at the joints). Obviously, a˜ is a homotopy through A0-paths
and it is homotopi to a resaling (over ǫ) of a(ǫ, t) through the onatenation of a0((1 − λ)ǫ, t),
(λ + (1 − λ)τ ′(t))a(ǫ, λ + (1 − λ)τ ′(t)) and a1((1 − λ)ǫ + λ, t). And eventually, we an smooth out
everything to make the homotopy and the homotopy of homotopy both smooth so that they are as
desired.
Then, it is routine to hek that Mon(PaA)|P0A is Morita equivalent to Mon(PaA) through
t
−1(P0A), where t is the target of the new groupoid Mon(PaA).
So the orbit spae of G(A) an be realized as PaA/Mon(PaA). Aording to the main result in
[CF03℄, PaA/Mon(PaA) is a smooth manifold i A is integrable and if so, PaA/Mon(PaA) is the
unique soure-simply onneted Lie groupoid integrating A.
Proof for Theorem 1.3. First of all, by the same argument given in the proof above, one an see
that Hol(P0A) = Hol(PaA)|P0A. Hene, Hol(P0A)is Morita equivalent to Hol(PaA).
Moreover, if the orbit spae of a holonomy groupoid is a manifold then it is Morita equivalent to
the holonomy groupoid itself (see [MM03℄).
Hene a dierentiable stak X = BG presented by a holonomy groupoid G is representable if and
only if the orbit spaeG0/G1 is a smooth manifold. One diretion is obvious beauseG0/G1 ⇒ G0/G1
is Morita equivalent to G = (G1 ⇒ G0) if the orbit spae is a manifold. The onverse diretion is
not hard to establish by examining the Morita equivalene diagram of G and X ⇒ X . The Morita
bibundle has to be G0 sine X is a manifold. Therefore G0 is a prinipal G bundle over X . And this
implies G0/G1 is the manifold X .
Notie that in general, the orbit spaes of monodromy groupoids and holonomy groupoids of a
foliation are the same. By Theorem 4.9 and argument above, we onlude that A is integrable i
H(A) is representable and in this ase, H(A) is PaA/Hol(PaA), the unique soure-simply onneted
Lie groupoid integrating A.
Combining the proofs of Theorem 4.9 and Theorem 1.3, Theorem 1.5 follows naturally.
So far we have onstruted G(A) and H(A) for every Lie algebroid A and veried that they are
Weinstein groupoids. Basially, we have done half of Theorem 1.2. For the other half of the proof,
we rst introdue some properties of Weinstein groupoids. Before doing so, we give an example.
Example 8 BZ2. BZ2 is a Weinstein group (i.e. its base spae is a point) integrating the trivial Lie
algebra 0. The étale dierentiable stak BZ2 is presented by Z2 ⇒ pt (here pt represents a point).
We establish all the struture maps on this presentation.
The soure and target maps are just projetions from BZ2 to a point. The multipliation m is
dened by
m : (Z2 ⇒ pt)× (Z2 ⇒ pt)→ (Z2 ⇒ pt), by m(a, b) = a · b,
where a, b ∈ Z2. Sine Z2 is ommutative, the multipliation is a groupoid homomorphism (hene
gives rise to a stak homomorphism). It is easy to see that m ◦ (m× id) = m ◦ (id×m), i.e. we an
hoose the 2-morphismα inside the assoiativity diagram to be id.
The identity setion e is dened by
e : (pt⇒ pt)→ (Z2 ⇒ pt), by e(1) = 1,
where 1 is the identity element in the trivial group pt and Z2.The inverse i is dened by
i : (Z2 ⇒ pt)→ (Z2 ⇒ pt), by i(a) = a−1,
where a ∈ Z2. It is a groupoid homomorphism beause Z2 is ommutative.
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It is routine to hek these maps satisfy the axioms of Weinstein groupoids. The loal Lie groupoid
assoiated to BZ2 is just a point. Therefore the Lie algebra of BZ2 is 0. Moreover, notie that we
have only used the ommutativity of Z2. So for any disrete ommutative group G, BG is a Weinstein
group with Lie algebra 0.
Example 9 Z2 ∗ BZ2. This is an example in whih ase Proposition 4.5 does not hold. Consider
the groupoid Γ = (Z2 × Z2 ⇒ Z2). It is an ation groupoid with trivial Z2-ation on Z2. We laim
that the presented étale dierential stak BΓ is a Weinstein group. We establish all the struture
maps on the presentation Γ.
The soure and target maps are projetions to a point.The multipliation m : Γ × Γ → Γ is
dened by
m((g1, a1), (g2, a2)) = (g1g2, a1a2).
It is a groupoid morphism beause Z2 (the seond opy) is ommutative. We have m ◦ (m × id) =
m ◦ (id ×m). But we an onstrut anon-trivial 2-morphism α : Γ0(= Z2) × Γ0 × Γ0 → Γ1 dened
by
α(g1, g2, g3) = (g1 · g2 · g3, g1 · g2 · g3).
Sine the Z2 ation on Z2 is trivial, we have m ◦ (m× id) = m ◦ (id×m) · α.
The identity setion e is dened by
e : pt⇒ pt→ Γ, by e(pt) = (1, 1),
where 1 is the identity element in Z2.The inverse i is dened by
i : Γ→ Γ, by i(g, a) = (g−1, a−1).
It is a groupoid morphism beause Z2 (the seond opy) is ommutative.
It is not hard to hek BΓ with these strutures maps is a Weinstein group. But when we look into
the further obstrution of the assoiativity desribed in Proposition 4.5, we found failure. Let Fi's be
the six dierent ways of omposing four elements as dened in Proposition 4.5, then the2-morphisms
αi's (basially oming from α) satisfy,
Fi+1 = Fi · αi, i = 1, ..., 6 (F7 = F1).
But αi(1, 1, 1,−1) = (−1,−1) for all i's exept that α2 = id. Therefore α6 ◦α5 ◦ ...◦α1(1, 1, 1,−1) =
(−1,−1), whih is not id(1, 1, 1,−1) = (−1, 1).
5. Weinstein groupoids and loal groupoids
In this setion, we exam the relation between abstrat Weinstein groupoids and loal groupoids.
Let us rst show a useful lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Given any étale atlas G0 of G, there exists an open overing {Ml} of M suh that the
immersion e¯ : M → G an be lifted to embeddings el : Ml → G0. On the overlap Ml∩Mj , there exist
an isomorphism ϕlj : ej(Mj ∩Ml) → el(Mj ∩Ml), suh that ϕlj ◦ ej = el and ϕlj 's satisfy oyle
onditions.
Proof. Let (Ee, JM , JG) be the HS-bibundle presenting the immersion e¯ : M → G. As a right G-
prinipal bundle over M , Ee is loally trivial, i.e. we an pik an open overing {Ml} so that JM
has a setion τl :Ml → Ee when restrited to Ml. Sine e¯l := e¯|Ml is an immersion (the omposition
of immersions Ml →M and e¯ is still an immersion), it is not hard to see that pr2 :Ml ×G G0 → G0
transformed by base hange G0 → G is an immersion. Notie that el = JGτl :Ml → G0 ts inside a
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similar diagram as (3):
Ml ×G G0 G0
Ml G
✲pr2
❄
pr1
❄
π
✲e¯l
 
 
 
 
 ✒
el
Following a similar argument in the proof of Lemma 4.2, we an nd a map α : Ml×G G→ G1 suh
that
el ◦ pr1 = pr2 · α.
Sine π is étale, so is pr1. Therefore el is an immersion.
Sine an immersion is loally an embedding, we an hoose an open overing Mik of {Ml} so
that el|Mik is atually an embedding. To simplify the notation, we an hoose a ner overing {Ml}
at the beginning and make el an embedding. Moreover, using the fat that G ats on Ee transitively
(berwise), it is not hard to nd a loal bisetion glj of G1 := G0×GG0, suh that el ·glj = ej . Then
ϕlj = ·g−1lj satises that ϕlj ◦ ej = el. Sine el's are embeddings, φlj 's naturally satisfy the oyle
ondition.
Before the proof of Theorem 1.4, we need a loal statement.
Theorem 5.2. For every Weinstein groupoid G, there exists an open overing {Ml} of M suh that
one an assoiate a loal Lie groupoid Ul over eah open set Ml.
Proof. Let G be presented by G = (G1 ⇒ G0), and {Ml} be an open overing as in Lemma 5.1.Let
(Em, J1, J2) be the HS bibundle from G1×MG1 ⇒ G0×MG0 toG whih presents the stak morphism
m¯ : G ×M G → G. Notie that M is the identity setion, i.e.
Ml ×M Ml(=Ml) m¯=id−→ Ml
↓ y ↓
G ×M G m¯−→ G.
Translate this ommutative diagram into groupoids. Then the omposition of HS morphisms
Ml ×M Ml(= Ml) //

G1 ×M G1

G1

Em
J2
!!C
CC
CC
CC
C
J1
yyss
ss
ss
ss
ss
Ml ×M Ml el×el // G0 ×M G0 G0
(5)
is the same (up to a 2-morphism) as el : Ml → G0. Therefore, omposing the HS maps in (5) gives
an HS bibundle J−11 (el × el(Ml ×M Ml)), whih is isomorphi (as an HS bibundle) to Ml ×G0 G1
whih represents the embedding el. Therefore, one an easily nd a global setion
σl :Ml →Ml ×G0 G1 ∼= J−11 (el × el(Ml ×M Ml)) ⊂ Em
dened by x 7→ (x, 1el(x)). Furthermore, we have J2 ◦σl(Ml) = el(Ml). Sine G is an étale groupoid,
Em is an étale prinipal bundle over G0 ×M G0. Hene J1 is a loal dieomorphism. Therefore, one
an hoose two open neighborhoods Vl ⊂ Ul of Ml in G0 suh that there exists a unique setion σ′l
extending σl over (Ml =Ml×M Ml ⊂)Vl×Ml Vl in Em and the image of J2 ◦σ′l is Ul. The restrition
of σ′l on Ml is exatly σl. Sine Ul ⇒ Ul ats freely and transitively berwise on σ
′
l(Vl ×Ml Vl) from
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the right, σ′l(Vl ×Ml Vl) an serve as an HS bibundle from Vl ×Ml Vl to Ul. (Here, we view manifolds
as groupoids.) In fat, it is the same as the morphism
ml := J2 ◦ σ′l : Vl ×Ml Vl → Ul.
By a similar method, we an dene the inverse as follows. By (3), (4) and (5) in Denition 1.1,
we have i¯ ◦ e¯l = e¯l, so the following diagram ommutes:
Ml
m¯=id−→ Ml
↓ y ↓
G i¯−→ G.
Suppose (Ei, J1, J2) is the HS bibundle representing i¯. Translate the above diagram into groupoids,
we have the omposition of the following HS morphisms:
Ml //

G1

G1

Ei
J2
  A
AA
AA
AA
A
J1
~~}}
}}
}}
}}
Ml
el // G0 G0
(6)
is the same (up to a 2-morphism) as el : Ml → G0. Therefore, omposing the HS maps in (6) gives
an HS bibundle J−11 (el(Ml)) whih is isomorphi (as an HS bibundle) toMl×G0G1 whih represents
the embedding el. Therefore, one an easily nd a global setion
τl :Ml →Ml ×G0 G1 ∼= J−11 (el(Ml)) ⊂ Ei
dened by x 7→ (x, 1el(x)). Furthermore, we have J2 ◦σl(Ml) = el(Ml). Sine G is an étale groupoid,
Ei is an étale prinipal bundle over G0. Hene J1 is a loal dieomorphism. Therefore, one an
hoose an open neighborhood of Ml in G0, whih we might assume as Ul as well, suh that there
exists a unique setion τ ′l extending τl over (Ml ⊂)Ul in Ei and the image of J2 ◦ τ ′l is in Ul. The
restrition of τ ′l on Ml is exatly τl. So we an dene
il := J2 ◦ τ ′l : Ul → Ul.
Sine M is a manifold, examining the groupoid piture of maps s¯ and t¯, one nds that they
atually ome from two maps s and t from G0 to M . Hene, we dene soure and target maps of Ul
as the restrition of s and t on Ul and denote them by sl and tl respetively.
The 2-assoiative diagram of m¯ tells us that ml◦(ml×id) and ml◦(id×ml) dier in the following
way: there exists a smooth map from an open subset of Vl ×Ml Vl ×Ml Vl, over whih both of the
above maps are dened, to G1 suh that
ml ◦ (ml × id) = ml ◦ (id×ml) · α.
Sine the 2-morphism in the assoiative diagram restriting to M is id, we have
α(x, x, x) = 1el(x).
Sine G is étale and α is smooth, the image of α is inside the identity setion of G1. Therefore ml
is assoiative.
It is not hard to verify other groupoid properties in a similar way by translating orresponding
properties on G to Ul. Therefore, Ul with maps dened above is a loal Lie groupoid over Ml.
To prove the global result, we need the following Proposition:
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Proposition 5.3. Given Ul and Uj onstruted as above (one an shrink them if neessary), there
exist an isomorphism of loal Lie groupoids ϕ˜lj : Uj → Ul extending the isomorphism ϕlj in Lemma
5.1. Moreover ϕ˜lj 's also satisfy oyle onditions.
Proof. Sine we will restrit the disussion on Ml ∩Mj , we may assume that Ml = Mj . Aording
to Lemma 5.1, there is a loal bisetion glj of G1 suh that el · glj = ej . Extend the bisetion glj to
Ul (we denote the extension still by glj , and shrink Vk and Uk if neessary for k = l, j) so that
(Vl ×Ml Vl) · (glj × glj) = Vj ×Mj Vj and Ul · glj = Uj .
Notie that sine G1 is étale, the soure map is an loal isomorphism. Therefore, by hoosing small
enough neighborhoods of Ml's, the extension of glj is unique. Let ϕ˜lj = ·g−1lj . Then it is naturally an
extension of ϕlj . Moreover, by uniqueness of the extension, ϕ˜lj 's satisfy oyle onditions as ϕlj 's
do.
Now we show ϕ˜lj = ·glj is a morphism of loal groupoids. It is not hard to see that ·glj preserves
soure, target and identity embeddings. So we only have to show that
il · glj = ij , ml · glj = mj.
For this purpose, we have to reall the onstrution of these two maps. il is dened as J2 ◦ τ ′l . Sine
there is a global setion of J1 over Ul in Ei, we have J
−1
1 (Ul)
∼= Ul×il,G0 G1 as G torsors. Under this
isomorphism, we an write τ ′l as
τ ′l (x) = (x, 1el(x)).
The G ation on Ul ×il,G0 G1 gives (x, 1el(x)) · glj = (x, glj). Moreover, we have
J2((x, glj)) = J2(x, 1ej (x)) = sG(glj),
where sG is the soure map of G. Combining all these, we have shown that il · glj = ij . The other
identity for multipliations follows in a similar way.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Now it is easy to onstrut Gloc as in the statement of the theorem. Notie
that the set of {Ul} with isomorphisms ϕlj 's whih satisfy oyle onditions serve as a hart system.
Therefore, after gluing them together, we arrive at a global objet Gloc. Sine ϕlj 's are isomorphisms
of loal Lie groupoids, the loal groupoid strutures also glue together. Therefore Gloc is a loal Lie
groupoid.
If we hoose two dierent open overing {Ml} and {M ′l} of M for the same étale atlas G0 of G,
we will arrive at two systems of loal groupoids {Ul} and {U ′l}. Sine {Ml} and {M ′l} are ompatible
hart systems forM , ombining them and using Proposition 5.3, {Ul} and {U ′l} are ompatible hart
system as well. Therefore they glue into the same global objet up to isomorphisms near the identity
setion.
If we hoose two dierent étale atlases G′0 and G
′′
0 of G, we an take their renement G0 =
G′0×GG′′0 and we an take a ne enough open overing {Ml} so that it embeds into all three atlases.
Sine G0 → G′0 is an étale overing, we an hoose Ul's in G′0 small enough so that they still embed
into G0. So the groupoid onstruted from the presentation G0 with the overing Ul is the same as
the groupoid onstruted from the presentation G′0 with the overing Ul's. The same is true for G
′′
0
and G0. Therefore our loal groupoid Gloc is anonial.
We will nish the proof of the Lie algebroid part in the next setion.
6. Weinstein groupoids and Lie algebroids
In this setion, we dene the Lie algebroid of a Weinstein groupoid G. An obvious hoie is to
dene the Lie algebroid ofG as the Lie algebroid of the loal Lie groupoid Gloc.We give an equivalent
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denition in a more diret way.
Proposition-Definition 6.1. Given a Weinstein groupoid G over M , there is a anonially asso-
iated Lie algebroid A over M .
Proof. We just have to examine more arefully the seond part of proof of Theorem 1.4. Choose
an étale groupoid presentation G of G and an open overing Ml's as in Lemma 5.1. Aording to
Theorem 1.4, we have a loal groupoid Ul and its Lie algebroid Al over eah Ml. Dierentiating the
ϕ˜lj 's in Proposition 5.3, we an ahieve algebroid isomorphisms T ϕ˜lj 's whih also satisfy oyle
onditions. Therefore, using these data, we an glue the Al's into a vetor bundle A. Moreover, sine
the T ϕ˜lj 's are Lie algebroid isomorphisms, we an also glue the Lie algebroid strutures. Therefore
A is a Lie algebroid.
Following the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 1.4, we an show uniqueness. If we
hoose a dierent presentation G′ and a dierent open overingMl, we an just hoose the renement
of these two systems and will arrive at a Lie algebroid whih is glued from a renement of both
systems. Therefore this is isomorphi to both Lie algebroids onstruted from these two systems.
Hene the onstrution is anonial.
Now it is easy to see the following proposition holds:
Proposition 6.2. Given a Weinstein groupoid G, it has the same Lie algebroid as its assoiated
loal Lie groupoid Gloc.
Together with the Weinstein groupoid G(A) we have onstruted in Setion 4, we are now ready
to omplete the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof of the seond half of Theorem 1.2. We take the étale presentation P of G(A) and H(A) as we
onstruted in Setion 2.1. Let us reall how we onstrut loal groupoids from G(A) and H(A).
In our ase, the HS morphism orresponding to m¯ is
(E := t−1M (m(P ×M P ) ∩ s−1M (P ),m−1 ◦ tM , sM ).
The setion σ : M → E is given by x 7→ 10x . Therefore if we hoose two small enough open
neighborhoods V ⊂ U of M in P , the bibundle representing the multipliation mV is a setion σ′
over V ×M V of the map m−1 ◦ tM in E.
Sine the foliation F intersets eah transversal slie only one, we an hoose an open neigh-
borhood O of M inside P0A so that the leaves of the restrited foliation F|O interset U only one.
We denote the homotopy indued by F|O as ∼O and the holonomy indued by FO by ∼holO . Then
there is a unique element a ∈ U suh that a ∼O a1 ⊙ a2. Sine the soure map of Γ is étale, there
exists a unique arrow g : a1 ⊙ a2 x a in Γ near the identity arrows at 10x 's.
Then we an hoose the setion σ′ near σ to be
σ′ : (a1, a2) 7→ g.
So the multipliation mV on U is
mV (a1, a2) = a(∼O a1 ⊙ a2).
Beause the leaves of F interset U only one, a has to be the unique element in U suh that
a ∼holO a1⊙a2. It is not hard to verify that both Weinstein groupoids give the same loal Lie groupoid
struture on U .
Moreover, U = O/ ∼O is exatly the loal groupoid onstruted in Setion 5 of [CF03℄, whih
has Lie algebroid A. Therefore, G(A) and H(A) have the same loal Lie groupoid and their Lie
algebroids are both A.
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